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Note: (i) Answer all the six questions.

(ii) Write the answer according to the

following instructions.

Section-I consists of Five questions  of

brief nature has to be answered in not

more than 50 words, each carrying 2

marks.

Section-II Consists of three questions

with internal choice. Each question has

to be answered in not more then 250

words. Each carrying 10 marks.

Section-III Consists of two questions

with internal choice. Each carrying 15

marks.

OR

Give the major theoritical assumption of Erik

H. Erikson and name his stages in

chronological order. Describe the concept of

'Identity vs. Role Diffusion'.
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Section - I

1. Write short answer of the following :

(a) Freudian concept of identification.

(b) Developmental stages according to Erikson.

(c) Characteristics of Neonate.

(b) Needs during oral stage.

(e) Concept of Personality.

Section - II

2. Clarify the concept of developmental tasks.

Mention the developmental tasks of oedipal

stage.

OR

Discuss the personality development during

anal stage of pschosexual development and the

importance of methods of toilet training in this

process.

3. Mention the effect of maternal health during

prenatal period on the fetus.

OR

Define behaviour and discuss any three of the

principles of behaviour.

4. Explain the term growth, Maturation and

Development.

OR

Describe the problems of older people in India

in context of current social scenario.

Section - III

5. Discuss the environmental determinants of

human growth and development and

particularly mention the importance of family

in the development of children.

OR

What do you understand by stress ? Discuss

the sources and reaction to stress during

childhood and adolescence periods of life cycle.

6. Describe the Freudian theory regarding

structure of personality.


